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Tripple
A 100% Impact private investment company seeking to use capital as a force for good through

a combination of investments and grantmaking.



2021 in review

2021 didn’t bring the relief we were all hoping it might. Dreams of a swift return to pre-COVID
normal were dashed and we settled into a new normal. Looking back at it, there are no grand
reflections to be made nor sweeping changes we forged throughout the year, rather we look
back at the incremental changes we made as we got on with it despite the uncertainty, took
calculated risks, learned, listened and continued to grow.

We grew our team and added our first two new staff members (already two of the best
investments we’ve ever made), we expanded our network of founders and investors across
the globe, we added 20 new investments into our portfolio, reinvested in 8 portfolio
companies and deployed more money into grants and grassroots movements than ever
before.

With so much still out of our control, bouncing in and out of lockdowns, we focussed on what
we could control, increasing the impact of our dollars and actions. We developed our policies
to build a strong backbone for a growing team, we joined our community to talk about using
capital as a force for good on podcasts, webinars and on rare occasions at an in person
event. We sharpened our focus on growing the impact of our individual investments, looking
for deals in new places, underserved founders and investing in new impact areas and
geographies.

With a sixth IPCC report released in 2021 reaffirming that now is the time for action, we
doubled down on our commitment to investing in climate justice. With COVID continuing to
exacerbate global inequality, we strengthened our commitment to deploying capital into
social justice. We continue to search for and invest in those who are pushing the boundaries
of what’s possible, harnessing business and not for profit organisations to challenge social
norms and expectations.

We stay firmly on this path for 2022 and beyond. Challenging ourselves to continually
improve on what is possible for an impact investor of our size, maximize our additionality and
work alongside and learn from people who aspire to the same. To our delight but not surprise,
the field just keeps growing and the quality of deals, organizations and people in our space
increases year on year as more people recognise that if we’re not using our time, talent and
capital in line with our values, we’re wasting them. Of course, we are only one small piece of
the puzzle, ever in danger of getting caught up in our own bullshit, so we invite you to join us,
challenge us, and bring others along for the ride.

- Bec, Jake and Adam
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https://tripple-ventures.notion.site/Tripple-Policies-93b1870fb8fe4f97a960f76d8b02e574
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/covid-has-made-global-inequality-much-worse/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/covid-has-made-global-inequality-much-worse/


2021 Highlights and lowlights

What we’ve been excited about

● Built a team of great people

● Continued to deploy capital into purpose driven people and companies

● Deepened our thinking from both an impact and financial perspective by increasing

the sophistication of our deal diligence and analysis

● Increased impact of public equities by investing in direct equities and more actively

managed funds and seeking external consultants better understand the impact

● Developed more effective deal flow processes with impact at the core

● Expanded our network of experts, investors and entrepreneurs

● More sharing… talks, podcasts, media

● 2021 gender smart report much more comprehensive than 2020 with encouraging

changes in some asset classes, specifically fixed interest

● Focus on continuous improvement but get shit done in the meantime

What we’ve been challenged by

● Diversified asset allocation and impact strategy means focus and deep thinking can

be at odds with each other

● Challenges to keep on top of all portfolio companies within the diversified portfolio

with over 100 relationships that we actively seek to maintain

● Creating urgency to make decisions where these is no external urgency and attempt

to avoid the predicament of “time kills all deals”

● No defined public equity strategy

What we’ve done badly

● Unrealistic expectations of how much we can get done

● Have not improved on public transparency

● Lack of clarity in directors roles and responsibilities led to inefficiency and bottlenecks

● Stagnant total portfolio gender diversity and decrease in gender diversity in direct VC

Strategies for the above and beyond in 2022

● More sharing both talks, podcasts and on our website and public processes

● Continue to develop our processes to be impact and relationship driven but efficient

● Continue to resource and grow our team

● Specific assignment of roles and responsibilities to directors

● Build a public equities deployment strategy including shareholder activism
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Impact Calculator - A Crucial Tool With Flaws

We continue to use an impact calculator as the first pass for any investment we consider. Our

impact calculator is our tool to rank opportunities across different asset classes and impact

areas by assigning them an impact score between -1 and 5. We do this as a first pass before

any financial or other due diligence to ensure we don’t put energy into deals that don’t meet

our impact threshold for each asset class, where more liquid asset classes have a lower

impact requirement and the opposite is also true.

The underlying framework is heavily borrowed from the Impact Management Project, a

non-profit that aims to build global consensus on how to measure, assess and report impacts

on people and planet. The six dimensions of impact (described below) are assessed and an

impact score for each potential investment is generated. Year on year we aim for our

investments to be further right on this continuum.

Within this framework we consider the six dimensions of impact;

- Gut: Are we aligned with the mission and founders/team?

- What: What activities does this organisation drive? How important/urgent are they?

- Who: Who is this serving? Where are they? How underserved are they relative to the outcome?

- How Much: How much does this change the lives of beneficiaries? For how many? For how

long?

- Contribution: What is the organisation/project’s contribution to what would likely happen

anyway? How likely is their intended outcome? How long will it take to happen?

- Risk: What are the intended or unintended negative consequences that will come from this?

Whilst this has served us as an extremely valuable tool over the last four years we do note
that it can undervalue very high risk work and we may need to adjust the calculation as we
dive deeper into deploying higher risk (higher impact reward) capital. It is also undeniably a
very subjective tool where underservedness and impact on the beneficiaries is almost always
assigned by people other than the end beneficiaries which can reveal bias. We attempt to
curb this by making sure multiple people provide input for impact scores but this needs work.

For anyone who would like to see how this might apply to your portfolio we invite you to
explore this public version of the Impact Calculator and get in touch with any questions.
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https://impactmanagementproject.com/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qz53lsJzrMgjzZxqvqUz6a78daxgvpPKoATpu-Lgyd0/edit?usp=sharing


Investments made in the last 12 months
Includes both new positions, and existing holdings we’ve invested additional capital into

Equities

Pengana WHEB Betashares FAIR

Betashares ETHI Cochlear

ELM Inspire Equities

Beyond Meat Lemonade

Oatly Peloton

Tesla ALPS Clean Energy Fund

VC Direct

Amber Apolitical

Mindset Microverse

Fable Steward

Who Gives A Crap Zipline

VC Funds

Ananda Better Bite

Giant Leap Regen Ventures

Real Assets

KWS Renovation

Fixed Interest

Microverse Infradebt

Ngutu College
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Grants made in 2021

Australian Associated Press Grata Fund

Environment Victoria Fair Agenda

Original Power Regen Melbourne

Ngadju Conservation RSFI Forum

STIC Street Smart

Willum Wirrain Aus Democracy Network

Climate200 Equity Generation Lawyers

Australian Progress Tomorrow Movement

Accounts / Other

Beyond Bank Australian Communities Foundation
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Target Financial and Impact Returns

Long term, our goal at Tripple is to keep increasing our dollars deployed into higher and
higher impact categories. The below bubble graph shows where the bulk of our capital is
currently and the impact and financial return we expect it may have long term. Looking back
at 2021, we have continued to deploy much more capital into benefit communities and
contribute to solutions categories.

Notes:
● These calculations are done pre-investment and do not represent realised returns

● Bubble size represent the relative investment size in dollars deployed
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Asset Mix

We believe strongly that an impact portfolio can look like anything an investor wants it to and

there are now enough opportunities in the market to supply an array of risk/return

expectations. Impact investing is neither a niche nor a sub-category of investment but rather a

holistic total portfolio approach. For our part, we aim for long term returns of 8-10% and to

deploy approximately 20% of our total capital to grants in the next decade whilst maintaining

this return target.

The below graph shows where the Tripple portfolio sits as of Dec 31st 2021 with a slight

overweight position in public equities in acknowledgement of the underweight position of real

assets and alternatives that may still take some time to deploy.
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Total Portfolio Holdings by Impact Sector

Tripple takes an impact area agnostic approach to impact investing, seeking to maximise the

impact of our investments but not specific to any one impact area. Whilst we have natural

areas of interest such as transition away from fossil fuels and gender equality, as you can see

below

The graph on the left represents the impact by dollars deployed, or total invested capital,

which is a reflection of large holdings in real assets and public equities and their broad impact

areas of sustainable cities and responsible consumption, whereas the graph on the right

shows impact by number of holdings or deals done. This is an interesting contrast of where

our energy goes to a broad range of impact areas with a roughly even split of social and

environmental outcomes vs where the bulk of the dollars are deployed. This is a direct

reflection of our asset allocation as above and worth reflecting on where we may be able to

shift out of some lower impact opportunities in broad areas of low interest to higher impact

opportunities in areas the team is passionate about.
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Geography of Investments by $

We continue to hold the bulk of our investments in Australia with a small exposure to New

Zealand and increasing interests in the UK and Europe. We continue to seek opportunities

across the globe and connect with exceptional teams and organisations.

We acknowledge that there are many high impact opportunities in emerging economies and

the global south but that our current team resource constraints limit our capacity to build

relationships in these areas. In these economies, we have a preference for investing in funds

rather than making direct investments.
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Gender Smart Investing

For the second year in a row, we conducted our Gender Smart Assessment of all our portfolio
holdings and created a standalone report to dive deeper into the portfolio analysis and
industry megatrends. A copy of the report can be found here.

Highlights:

- Over 50% of our portfolio companies have at least some female or non-binary
representation at founding level, board and senior management

- Over 80% of senior management teams and boards have at least some female or
non-binary representation with approximately 50% of them being gender balanced

- Vast improvements in the gender diversity of our fixed interest holdings
- 62% of portfolio companies have specific policies and practices to support gender

diversity

Lowlights

- No significant change in overall portfolio gender diversity from 2020 to 2021
- Gender diversity losses and general poor performance in public equities
- Though we are still well outperforming industry averages there was a decrease in

female or non-binary founders as a percentage of our total direct VC investments

The below is a snippet of our total portfolio gender smarts. More insight and methology can
be found in the full report here.
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https://c8533be5-2a8c-4531-81db-e115ee761bfb.usrfiles.com/ugd/c8533b_68e9589df7ce4a72a7ea5e0199293119.pdf


Select Investments Spotlight

Ngutu College - Fixed Interest

Ngutu College, an Aboriginal led and culturally informed independent school in South

Australia had the students signed up to a waiting list, the school site chosen, the teachers in

place and a funding gap to get it all off the ground. With secure revenue from the government

coming down the line once the learners were enrolled they were faced with a funding gap to

fund leasehold improvements, asset purchases and working capital that wasn’t best financed

by traditional investors looking to maximise return or banks with prohibitive timelines,

conditions and a general difficulty understanding start-ups. Led by Australian Impact Investors,

Tripple participated in the loan to support the establishment of an independent school

providing equitable access to quality innovative education. To us, this is a prime example of

the best use of impact investment where traditional finance fails to provide great founders

and organisations with capital to get off the ground.

Climate 200 - Grantmaking

Climate 200 resources and supports independent political MPs who stand for integrity in

politics and science backed action on climate and vote with their conscience and their

communities. With a federal election coming in 2022, another IPCC report reaffirming the

need for bold climate policy and a failure by the Australian government to commit to any

meaningful climate targets, we supported Climate200 in their efforts to lift up voices who

advocate for a just and climate safe future at this crucial time.

Ananda Impact Ventures - VC Fund

Ananda, now in their 4th Fund, seek to invest in exceptional founders who want to change the

world but don’t just stop there. Their approach prioritises team, founder and environmental

health with diversity, equity and inclusion, founder health and carbon reduction sitting

alongside impact on their term sheets and their portfolio support approach. Ananda prioritises

transparency, with public investment memos on Medium, opening their calendars to women

working in VC and challenging the VC fund norm of searching for unicorns, rather than

backing green zebras with sustainable growth and exits that avoid mission drift. We are proud

investors in the 4th fund.
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https://www.ngutucollege.org.au/
https://www.australianimpactinvestments.com.au/
https://www.climate200.com.au/
https://ananda.vc/
https://medium.com/ananda-impact-ventures/ananda-insights/home


With Thanks

We stand on the shoulders of giants and do not do this work alone. Special thanks this year

goes to the Toniic network, our advisory board members, Amelia, Caro, Kate and Nick, and

our team, Emily and Kesh, without whom we would be unable to do this work.
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